
Tuesday, 21 August 2018 

1. Welcome by Deb 
In attendance: Fr Chris, Clarissa Finan, Deb Cummins, Chris Bounds, Francesca Guidotto, 
Jenni Payne, David Payne, Paul Moreton, Helen Cozzi, John Vaux, Maria Vaux, Julia Goff, 
Marlene Wallace, Mike Flanagan, Emma Williams. Marissa De Marcellis 
Apologies: Tosca Galluzzo, Tony Thorpe, Charles Centorrino, Marie Ryan, Mary 
Branagan, Kathleen Kennedy 
Prayer: For the Plenary Council 2020 
Meeting commenced: 7:10pm 

2. Towards a new Constitution (general discussion) 

DC • Review of discussion notes from 24/7 meeting 

• Separate day-to-day operations  and leadership – ‘heart’ 

CB • Process for development of new logo 

• New parish logo for bulletin/web design / letterhead on updated version of new 
Constitution 

• Heart-centred 

JV • Can’t rush Constitution through, use of the word pastoral is confusing for people 

• Finance should not be included 

DP • In the old Constitution Finance was off to the side. 

Fr CR • Finance Team here has broader responsibilities and our practice is not acting 
within the canonical authority 

PM • Structure approved by the Archdiocese with the development of the new 
structure of the parish, not aware of any restrictions on its authority 

EW • Finance separate – LT and Finance- one not higher than the other 

Fr CR • Approved by the Archdiocese does not make it right 

• The PP is supposed to consult with the Finance Committee. 

• Need to be careful – the Finance Team here drives things further than seen 
elsewhere 

• Leadership Group of the Parish decides the pastoral priorities of the Parish 

• Set priorities and then work out how we pay for it 

CB • We are trying to set out a vision of what a parish can be. 

• There have been difficulties in communication 

• When does leadership influence the budgeting process? 

DP • Finance Team - gatekeeper - sense in this structure as it ensures that the parish 
finances are sensibly dealt with 

JG • Communication problem between Finance and LT 

• Finance considers the best use of parish funds now and in the future 
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CB • There is no clear way of visually expressing the structure with the LT and FT. 
It is not hierarchical – the Constitution is expected to provide, in clear language, 
for effective structures 
We are trying to future-proof the parish and pass on a wonderful community 

• Currently within the structure there are wonderful relationships between 
people. You can’t transmit these down a generation. There is a need for a 
founding document.  Ministries are at the heart of the parish. 

JV • Admin and Operations re they one and the same?  

• Take the Admin work the LT does? Doubling of roles. 

• Communicating / bringing people together-  Liturgy/Music/Communications/ 
Maintenance for 13 Oct celebrations  

• Foodies Markets/ WHS 

CB • What is the role of the parish? 

Fr CR • Core work of the LT is the review of the Vision and establishing a 5yr plan 

• Currently this work is overtaken by the day-to-day work 

FG • Hall hire and maintenance have taken up so much time  

• Not expecting so much day-to-day tasks when I came onto the LT 

• Time spent on the greater good overwhelmed by day-to-day 

• No opportunity for Mission and Evangelisation focus, building community 

Fr CR • What is our strategy for building a sense of community in the parish? Lending a 
Hand 

• How do we build on our sacramental life? Supporting Kathleen? How do we 
evangelise? 

• We need a plan. Planning is absolutely a leadership task. We need some kind of 
mechanism to make these admin tasks happen more effectively.  

EW • Who is responsible for making ministries stay alive? Playgroup? 

CB • Meaning behind new logo is core to the parish and the rest of our projects 

• Operations Team gives a voice to people who are already doing it 

MV • We are a volunteer organisation, we are volunteers. You need to be careful what 
you ask of them.  

• How do we get more people involved? 

JV • Need a plan related to our Mission. Can call on various people to assist. 

PM • No plan will succeed unless you take the people with you. 

Fr CR • Alpha is a tool for the biggest need – evangelisation 

• There was a minimal response from people in the parish. Personally seen the 
amazing impact and the stories – it is successful. 

Multiple 

people 
• Wasn’t promoted properly to our parish, everyone told it wasn’t for us, for new 

people not regular parishioners 

• 12 weeks is impossible 

PM • Needs marketing 

• Public testimony… from Paul? 

• 36 million people have done Alpha. 

• It is just 24 hrs out of your life over three months 
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Fr CR • Have another go at Alpha 

DP • A few years ago when Emma and I were on the LT -had a basic 3yr plan, a plan 
didn’t exist before us 

• Subsequent LTs did not build on it 

CB • Need to look at the Vision and Mission of the Parish – where do they lead us 

• For a substantial amount of time we have just had 4 members of the LT 

DC • Need to advertise, very little publicity for Alpha, people didn’t understand what 
it was about 

 Ministry representatives who wished to address the meeting 

PM • We have lost some of the vigour and enthusiasm, need to be awakened, 
reinvigorated, encouraged and challenged to move ahead, focussed in a new 
direction 

• Seven challenges of Pope Francis – timely, as is the arrival of Fr Chris and MGLs 

• Focus of draft Constitution- to provide the opportunity for the parish to focus on 
Mission and Discipleship to create a means to engage and focus on 
evangelisation, mission, ministry and growth 

• Achieved by - launch of a ministry focussed on these goals and pursuing the aims 
and direction similar to 7.2.1 to 7.2.5 of the draft Constitution and guided by 
MGLs at its inception 

• Don’t support the Draft Constitution or accept the need to change the role of the 
LT and the ministries as necessary for the Parish to pursue a missionary focus 
and direction 

• Do not need turmoil and disruption amongst the parishioners and ministries, 
what we have has served us well and can continue to do so 

• Plenary Council provides the opportunity to create an awakening and 
revitalisation of the parish 

• The participation of the parishioners will be dependant on the way in which it is 
presented to them and they having an understanding of how they can 
participate – an opportunity to invite and encourage younger generations to be 
involved in the ministries and life of the parish and an enjoyable practice of their 
faith 

• Strongly support continuation of the Alpha program  

• Plenary Council and Alpha may be the catalysts for a parish renewal and 
missionary focus as we share the joy of our faith 

DP • Shared concern of Liturgy Committee – filling positions on the Operations Team 

• Need clarification- Why is Liturgy now on the OT?  Our agenda is not generally of 
interest to the OT. Inclusion should only be on an as required basis. 

• Finance Committee – gatekeeper role is important 

• Operations Team will need to be well run, have an agenda and led by someone 
from the LT who feeds into the Pastoral LT 

CB • OT could be done electronically 

Fr CR • Function of LT in Founding Constitution – day-to-day tasks 

M 
deM 

• Need to redefine responsibilities 
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CB • Need to build teams around those jobs, people in those jobs should be able to 
operate without going back to the LT 

FG • Defining parameters of responsibility of the ministry leaders 

• Finance Committee – decisions are not between one person from Finance and 
the Ministry rep, Fr Chris needs to be in the loop 

• Redefining the way things operate with Finance 

JG • Acknowledge the time/energy/ commitment of the LT in initiating constitutional 
change 

• Appreciate the need to reduce the workload for individual members of LT in 
relation to operational matters 

• Not convinced we need an OT but if established there is a need to clearly 
establish the nature and limits of the work to be undertaken 

• Create a limited term working party to establish clearer procedures (e.g. for 
gaining quotations for maintenance, purchases etc.); the outcomes (processes 
and procedures) would enable existing ministry leaders and members, parish 
staff to carry out much of the day-to-day tasks 

• Important for the Finance Committee to retain its original relationship with the 
PP – answerable to him 

• New logo trialled or in place?  

• 7.1.2 – direct people’s “time, treasure and talent” - rather “Guide those 
parishioners, who volunteer their time and skills, to find roles which benefit both 
parish and parishioner”  

• Draft Constitution possibly needs to include the Archdiocesan Code of Conduct, 
conflict of interest (procedures and guidelines developed) 

• Would the chairperson of the LT have voting/ decision-making rights at the 
Finance meetings?  

• Can’t rush through new Constitution – serious thought needs to be given to the 
recommendations/ feedback presented  

• Finance Team should remain as it is at present- a separate entity aligned with the 
LT 

• Change is necessary to keep people motivated - perhaps the changes could be 
simplified? 

• Need to evangelise 

JV • Is 3yrs on LT too long? 

DC • Takes a while to become familiar with things, dealing with every aspect of the 
parish 

• Operations Team need to stay in their roles and WHS requires continuity 
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 Submitted in writing (main points included) 

T 
Thorpe 

• Reasons for change: focus on vision and strategy to invigorate the parish and 
bring in new members; remove what are perceived as distracting administrative 
issues that are having to be dealt with by the current leadership team 

• Developing a new Constitution needs further discussion as there are still 
questions to be addressed and people who were part of the current Constitution 
process need to be brought along with the thinking for proposed changes 

• Provide succinct reasons, in a couple of sentences, for the need for a new 
Constitution; provide examples of why that isn’t possible under the current 
Constitution; and detail why/ how the new Constitution will address the 
identified problems 

• OT seems more complex than the current operation – overly complicated? This 
needs more discussion on how this would work.  

• The groups included in OT need to have clear boundaries of responsibilities. With 
adequate processes and set rules most activities should be resolvable in the 
individual groups or through discussions between individuals in various groups, 
where such a decision involves both. Leader will be responsible for providing a 
budget each year that will be approved by Finance and leader will manage to 
ensure expenditure within the budget or over expenditure is with Finance 
approval.  

• Clearly defined processes/rules need to be established for resolving any issues 
that arise so that they can be addressed without the need to escalate in most, if 
not all, situations 

• Why are the PP and Assistant Priests non-voting ex-officio members of the 
Pastoral Leadership Team?  They are a part of the parish and therefore entitled 
to, and should, contribute.  PP should be a permanent member of the LT  

• Fundamental issue, with or without change, is that we need more parishioners.  

• Does the 3yr term for LT affect the ability to focus on Vision and provide 
continuity? 

Fr CR • Ministry needs to be focussed around evangelisation, the Alpha team, how we 
do Welcome 

EW • Purpose of evangelisation ministry is to reach out 

• How does the LT make sure that Alpha is part of the fabric of this parish?  

• Video testimony of Paul Moreton 

Fr CR • How do we make sure we are bringing the parish with us? 

• Realism around one PP of two parishes, any other parishes that are twinned are 
a fraction of the size of both parishes, have to juggle both places 

• Administrative burden has increased in size over the last few years –WHS/ 
Safeguarding? Markets/ Hall hire/ Contracts/ DA 

• Need clearer processes about who has the authority to do what 
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JG • People volunteer for various reasons, there should be a process of skilling/ 
education for the role 

• Better guidelines, processes, structures that empower people 

• Improved communication  

• Free up a team to do Vision 

• We need to talk about all this a bit more 

• Charter document needs to include the Vision and Mission, Evangelisation 

• We need to evangelise young families, young people with a greater involvement 
of people 

• Plan based around Vision and Mission 

CB • V&M - Is it speaking to today? 

Fr CR • LT- needs a better structure to allow time to look at V&M and Evangelisation 

• Important to have a successful handover of responsibilities 

• Julia’s suggestion a good one 

• Some from LT and Parish Council – working party 

• Scaffolding around who has authority to make decisions 

• Structural change at heart 

DC • Plenary Council – Ruth Rawlinson and John Dowd facilitating  

• 15 September Fr Chris to talk at Masses 

• Listening and Dialogue Guide Broken Bay 

PM • Hymns from Plenary Council included at Mass 

CB • Safeguarding – everybody has to do it, all volunteers 

• 29 August - parish-based training 7:00-8:30; follow up course to be given 

• Volunteers who join ministries are considered to be employees 

• Fr Chris is to interview all future volunteers 

• Volunteers can’t start work until they have done safeguarding course 

• Need more than 1 safeguarding officer 

• This is the process for people joining ministries now, make OLF the safest place 
for any person and demonstrate our commitment to the welfare of young 
people 

 

Meeting closed at 9:10pm 

Notes by Jenni Payne 


